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CURATED
The game for gallery enthusiasts
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Science Museum Group are considering new forms of discovery including more visually-based interfaces which allow new forms of exploration and discovery. We hope this will bring some of the newly digitised object to the fore and enable audiences to discover them easily and to find other objects that they might like. 

Young adults (18 – 30 years) who are interested in the science (non-specialist,  non-researcher), history, society, culture and are motivated by curiosity. The  
audience is potentially global and may never have visited the Science Museum  Group’s physical museums.

•  Adhere to Science Museum Group ethical codes of conduct museum 
documentation and authenticity.

• Define constraints and audience need.
•  Don’t rely on audiences reading anything closely – how do you convey dense 

information and get people to interact with the collections online.

Science Museum Group
www.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/about-us/collection/ 
collection.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk 
www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/objects-and-stories 
blog.sciencemuseum.org.uk/category/collections-and-objects/

Background reading
https://lab.sciencemuseum.org.uk/how-audiences-discover-the-science-museum-group-collection-76ccd732ef72
https://lab.sciencemuseum.org.uk/using-audience-insights-to-improve-the-science-museum-group-collection-stories-online-5768ed6e2820
https://lab.sciencemuseum.org.uk/exploring-museum-collections-online-some-background-reading-da5a332fa2f8
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/stacking/museum-online-collection-generous-interfaces/ https://pinboard.in/u:stacker/t:generous_interfaces/ 
https://www.are.na/lozana-rossenova/alternative-archival-interfaces

There are four ways of accessing the content:
•  Manually copy and paste from the website.
•  Connect to the collection catalogue via the public application programming 

interface (API). This will require some programming skills.
•  Bulk download spreadsheets and image files using the Science Museum Data and Media Downloader.
•  One or more of the 12 sets of images and catalogue records selected. Each Zip file contains a CSV file with the object details, and folders with the associated images at small, medium and large sizes. 

Depending on your approach, no need to use all the images in the folder as some have hundreds in.
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The Science Museum Group (Science Museum, London; National Science and Media 

Museum, Bradford; Science and Industry Museum, Manchester; National Railway 

Museum, York; and Locomotion, Shildon) cares for an astonishingly diverse and 

internationally significant collection of 7.3 million items from science, technology, 

engineering, medicine, transport and media. Together these objects tell the story of 

our world — from the rise of the Indus Valley civilisation over 3,000 years ago to the 

microchips powering our connected planet today.

In common with most large museums, only a tiny proportion of the objects in the 

collection are on display in the museums or on loan to other museums for display. 

However, the emergence of the world wide web has enabled museums to bring their 

collections to the public in new ways and to address a global audience.

Beginning in 2019, Science Museum Group is undertaking a large-scale digitisation 

project which will photograph a quarter of a million items photographed and published 

online in the coming two years. The Group is about two years into this process and there 

are now over 100,000 objects online with images.

The digitised objects are being published online in a searchable database. However, 

discovery of these objects relies on audiences knowing what the museum has and 

visiting our website, searching with the same terms that the Science Museum use 

(not always ideal as we might classify as “dental” and users might search for “teeth”) 

and then finding objects. Or, they might search in a search engine where our objects 

have to compete with every other page on the web for viability. Not difficult if you are 

Stephenson’s Rocket but pretty tricky if you are a wand.

The result of this is that museum collections online tend to have an L-shaped, “long tail” 

usage curve with a small number of objects receiving a vast number of visits and the 

rest receiving very few.

Explore and discover prototype design solutions to present information to the public in 

relation to public access to the digital archive collection. 

Using assets (catalogue records and images) supplied, in advance, by Science Museum 

Group Collection, design a visualisation, user interface (real or imagined), or exploration 

tool for discovering the collection. Create ideas, test, play and prototype your design 

solutions, which could be interactive, built, animated, machine generated “computer 

vision” tags, storyboarded or presented as a series of proposed designs. 

Course
Module

Brief

Deadline

Introduction

Background

The Challenge

Explore and discover 
prototype design 
solutions to present 
information to the 
public in relation 
to public access to 
the digital archive 
collection.
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THE PROBLEM

The digitised objects are being 
published online in a searchable 
database. However,discovery of 
these objects is proving difficult.

Science Museum Group are 
considering new forms of 
discovery including more 
visually-based interfaces which 
allow new forms of exploration 
and discovery.

Young adults (18 – 30 years) who 
are interested in the science 
(non-specialist, non-researcher), 
history, society, culture and 
are motivated by curiosity. The 
audience is potentially global 
and may never have visited 
the Science Museum Group’s 
physical museums.

PHYSICAL COLLECTION

DIGITAL COLLECTION

PROVIDES INTEREST TO AUDIENCE

7.3 m

illion items

25
0,000 items
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THE GOALS

• Ensure value added

• Collaboration

• Evaluation and Reflection – 
Problem, Action and Results 
(PAR)

• Metrics measured and 
legacy confirmed

• Meaningful data collected 
and used in a wider context
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THE AUDIENCE

Age

Location

Language

Spending power 
and patterns

Interests

Challenges and 
Concerns

Stage of life

21

Global

Various

Will either have a job after 
graduating or will be seeking one. 
This will influence actions greatly

Snapchat, TikTok, Sustainability, 
Human Rights, Economy, Jobs, 
Housing, Socialising, The Future

Economic security, Wants to be 
part of a higher purpose, Positively 

Disruptive

Gen Z - Making transition from 
education to working life

18-30

Global

Various

Junior level in various positions. 
May live at home or part of house 
share. More disposable income.

Socialising face to face, 
meaningful social change, 

Equality, Community

Financial concerns, Pressure, 
Mental Health, Short attention 

span, Sense of ownership

Gen Z / Millenial - Started out in 
working world - newly aquired 

income

18-21

Global

Various

Full time in education. Part time 
working. May be in student 

accomodation away from home.

Social Injustice, Socialising, 
Friendships, Education, 

Technology, TV

Tech Savvy, Prematurely mature, 
Empowered, Risk Adverse,  
Unconventional, Diverse

Gen Z - In Education away 
from home for first time. New 

responsibilities

18-30

Global

Various

Chose to not continue with 
education but does not have a 

job. May live at home.

Gaming, Technology, Future, 
Online-Socialising, Digital 
Friendships, Inclusiveness

Pressure, Coronavirus, Health, 
Influence, Climate Change, 

Purpose, Isolation

Gen Z -Likely to be living at home 
with little to no income. Family and 

friends are very important

GRADUATE STUDENT YOUNG PROFESSIONAL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT YOUNG ADULT WITHOUT AN 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE

“Gen Z has never known a world without their smartphone. 
They see the world through this mobile first lens,” 

Ted Krantz, CEO, App Annie

https://internetretailing.net/customer/customer/understanding-gen-z-a-powerful-smartphone-led-shopper-tribe-22191



CONNECT

INFLUENCE

CHANGE

To understand 
where we’re 

going, we need to 
understand how we 

got here.
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CRAZY EIGHT
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THE STRATEGY

 THE SOLUTION

GAINING AUDIENCE INTEREST USABLE DATA FOR GENERATIVE DESIGN
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The BlueprintsSIDEWAYS THINKING
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THE PROTOTYPE
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THE OUTPUTS
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Name:
Age:

Rated:
Points:

CURATED
ArrDee
19
765
1603

THE OUTPUTS
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21 24 19 23

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL POST GRADUATE IN WORK IN EDUCATION AND 
FULL TIME WORK

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL

“CHALLENGING 
FRIENDS WOULD 

GET ME 
INTERESTED“

“FOCUS ON THE 
CORE IDEA“

“HAVING 
CONTROL OVER 
A GALLERY AND 
WHAT WILL BE 

HIGHLIGHTED IS A 
GREAT INCENTIVE“

“USE SOCIAL 
MEDIA TO GET THE 
ATTENTION OF THE 

AUDIENCE“

“MAKE SURE 
THE LANGUAGE 

USED IS EASY TO 
UNDERSTAND”

“SUCH A FUN 
CONCEPT!“

“REWARDS FOR 
TAKING PART 

WOULD ENSURE 
INCREASED 

USAGE“

“THE DESIGN FITS 
WELL WITH SMG 

BRAND“

THE FEEDBACK
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